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Imperialism's
ANTI-MOBUTU PRP LIBERATION FORCES
IN ZAIRE TELL THEIR SIDE OF STORY
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black Africa. Code named "Tar Baby,"
Option 2 postulates that there is no
hope for the violent overthrow of the
racist minority regimes in Southern Africa and that change can come about
only gradually and under the leadership
of the whites. "There is no hope for
blacks to gain the political rights they
seek through violence which can only
lead to chaos and increased opportunities for the communists." 11was
thought that by a gradual relaxation of
its stance against the colon ialist and
racist
regimes, encouragement
of
diplomatic contacts between black and
white states, and greater economic assistance to black states that the U.S.
could "he lp to draw the 'two groups
together and exert some influence for
peaceful change.''.
Amidst all tlrts talk of detente and
"peacefu l change," the United States is
feverish ly readying
its combat
capability - especially for limited wars
and police actions last ing anywhere
from a few days to several months.

MOBUTU: A PUPPET TREMBLING WITHOUT THE
MASTER PULLING STRINGSPART 2

by Mwana wa •Lumumba

JOSEPH SESE SEKU MOBUTU _
puppet president of Zaire, and former
aide to Patrice Lumumba and later :in
accomplice in the CIA's overthrow and
murder of
Lumumba.
Murderer
Mobutu has matte-Zaire safe for U.S.
imperialism to the tune of over $2flfl
million in U.S. military and economic
aid (80% of Zaires incoming capital).
Mobutu has tried to front off as progressive with his fake"Afrikan authenticity"
campaigns while he murders and
represses revolutionary liberation forces
like the PRP, who are struggling for true
national liberation and self determination for the masses in Zaire from
U.S . imperialism and its lackie s and
native agents like Mobutu.

Three combat divisions arc to be added
to the army by September 1976. The
Pentagon
recently reactivated
the
Rangers, elite commando units disbanded since 1944. Three 588-man battalions of Rangers are to be ready for
combat by July 1975, while research and
development to improve the accuracy of
U.S. strategic delivery systems pose the
genocidal threat of limited nuclear war.
The loss of Southeast Asia, a severe
economic downturn coupled with seemingly uncontrollable
inflation, unprecedented transfer of wealth to the oil
producers, and the continued successes
of the liberation
movements
in
· Southern Africa together present the
most serious challenge to Western
global hegemony since the founding of
the People's Republic of China in •I949.
With ultimate defeat facing American
interventionism in Southeast Asia , all
signs indicate that in spite of talk of
detente, imperialism is preparing a new
battleground - Africa - as it scrambles to
secure its position.

Neo Colonialism Is The Main Danger
been
seized
by the Tanzanian
_government in the late 1960's and openThe PRP is led by its President
ing up .a route for the supp ly of badly
Laurent Kabila, former military comneeded medical supplies, clothes , and
mander of guerilla forces in the east and
other essentials needed in the liberated
its Secretary-General Gabriel Yumbu, a
areas . The talks were inconclusive.
former Minister of Finance in a
While
in Dar-es-Salaam,
the
Stanlyville Government and now a maTanzanian capital, Yumbu was spotted
jor bone of contention between the PRP
by one of the many Zairean agents
and the Tanzanian government. Kabila
haunting the city, and followed. He
and Yumbu first brought together rovboarded a train for Kigoma, a port on
ing bands of Simba guerillas, who
twenty-fiv e miles
Lake Tanganyi~a
ineffectively remained in the forest after
from Zaire. At Ruvu , a station fifty
the fall of the eastern front, and began
miles from Dar-es-Salaam, he was taken
their ideological
remoulding.
New
off the train by the Tanzanian police and
guerillas were recruited despite the
Zaire Embassy officia ls and returned to
dearth of arms. Great emphasis was
Central Police Headquarters in Dar-esplaced on developing the infrastructure
Salaam.
Since
that
time
his
needed to support a self-re liant struggle.
whereabouts have been unknown.
And most importantly
the peasant
Two possibilities existed. Either he
masses were mobilized for a protracted
was turned
over to the Zaire
government or placed in detention.
peoples war.
Recent revelations support the former
In 1969, three years before Mobutu's
hypotheses .
authentically campaign,
the armed
Following Yumbu's capture the PRP
struggle - which precipitated the name
changing mystification- was launched.
sent repeated requests for his repatMobutu responded brutally but the
riation to the liberated areas. As always
elusive guerillas used favorable terrain
the communications were not answered.
to frustrate and kill pursuers and
Over two years passed before PRP
augment their small arsenal. By 1973,
guerillas resorted to the abduction of
the PR P had released pictures of a
four foreign students, three Americans
downed Za1rean army helicopter and
a nd one Dutch, from an animal research
report ed the death of a Zionist advisor
station twelv e miles from Kigoma to
in the second attempt encirclement of
force the release of Yumbu and other
the liberated areas.
·
PRP patriots held in Tanzanian prisons.
Gabriel Yumbu, the PRP SecretaryOn May 19, forty (PRP armed)
General, was sent to Tanzania in the
guerillas crossed Lake Tanganyika and
firs\ quarter of I 973 in an attempt to
University
abducted
four ~tanford
contact friendly embass ies and follow
student s studying at an anima l research
up letters sent to the Tanzanian
station without leaving a ransom
government by the PR P that had not
demand. The Tan7anian government·
been answered. Unofficialy contacts
mounted a huge search operation and
were made with TANU, the Tanzanian
branded the guerillas bandits.
A few days later the guerillas' idenruling party. The PR P was interested in
obtaining
arms destined
for the
tity was known. Barbara Smuts, one of
Congolese liberation fo~ces that had
the kidnapped students, was returned lo
Tanzania under the noses of the search
---------------.
party with a ransom note. ·1he PRP
demanded $450,000.00, a large quantity
of
arms and ammunition and the release
GAIN A CLEAR KNOWLEDGE
of Gabriel Yumbu, S. Kalenga , and
OF SOCIALIST THEORY
ot her PR P members held in Tan1ania
prisons. The Tannnian government's
reply was a categorical no.
At first Tan,ania intimated that both
Yumbu
and
Kalenga
had
been
previously released in a general amnesty
l(U um n I IISTU 1011
and then picked up again because of the
ransom demands. Later it was denied
that Yum bu was ever in custody. Finally
SOCIALISM PAN AFRlKANISM , the governmeni contradicted itself and
THIRD WORLD STRUGGLES ,
said that there was no record of Yumbu
HISTORY
since he was expelled from the country.
in I 973. Both statements are lies.
BRAC::ENT~ ::::INGS
Yumbu was turned over to the Zaire
governmen
t and probably killed. A 1973
JEA:H~.~~NTS .
report from U konga Prison, where
,
DASHIKIS MATERIAL~
Tan,anian political prisoner s including
INCENSE. LEATHER GOODS
the Marxist former Minister Abdul
Rahman Babu, are held , said that a
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In Afrika!
ALSC
DANGERS OF BOURGEOIS IDEOLOGY IN
THE BLACK LIBERATION MOVEMENT WILL
BE DEFEATED BY REVOLUTIONARY NATIONALISM!
Recently , Kalamu ya Salaam, head of
a pseudo-Kawaida collective, did an article on the Afrikan Liberation Support
Committee- (ALSC), which attempted
to analyze the dangerous political trend
of ALSC's liquidation of the question of
Afrika, but in the main Kalamu uses this
article to attack the introduction of
scientific socialism into the Black
Liberation Movement. This article will
cut through the reactionary & subjective approach that Kala mu makes at the
reality of the contradictions in the Black
Liberation
Movement
today, and
spec ifically the united front in support
of Afrikan Liberation, and present some
crucial issues we face in the ALSC right
now.
The ALSC is definitely in crisis, but
the crisis in ALSC is rooted in the internal contradictions within ALSC today ,
the struggle between revolutionary
nationalism and bourgeois ideology, is
crucia l to understanding the dynamic of
ALSC. Kalamu thinks that ALSC is
"unified along ideological lines", and by
that bears witness to th e fact that he is
not even faintly connected to the reality
of ALSC 1975, where a 2 line struggle is
raging, that renects the 2 line struggle
between Third World liberation movements and imperialism all over Afrika
today!
The incorrect line that dominates
ALSC right now, is the crux_ of the
problem that those forces ser ious about
Afrikan Liberation are battling against
in ALSC. "The correctness or incorrectness of the ideological and political line
decides everything. If one's line is incorrect, one's downfall is inevitable ... If
ones' line is correct even if one has not a
single soldier at first, there will be
soldiers, and even if there is no political
power, political power will be gained.''
"The crux of the matter is the line. This
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is an irrefutable truth." This quote by
Mao Tse Tung & Chou En Lai must not
be taken lightly , especially by those of us
who are
committed
to making
revolution. As Kalamu belittles the importance of ideology in the Black
Liberation Movement, he opens our
eyes to the dangerous limitations of his
brand of reactionary nationalism .
Cabral was crystal clear when he
observed "the ideology deficiency, not
to say the total lack of ideology, within
the national liberation movement which is basically due to ignorance of
the historical reality which these movements claim to transform - constitutes
one of the greatest weaknesses of our
struggle against imperialism, if not the
greatest weakness of a ll."
The clearest example of the strugg le
in ALSC is the 2 line struggle around the
Zimbabwe Revolution , where armed
struggle has raged since 1965 & coup led
with the victories in Vietnam , Cambodia, Guinea-Bissau, Mozambique,
the victory of national liberation in
Southern Afrika will bring imperialism
to its knees. Since Vorster & Smith are
losing the war of armed suppression of
the liberation forces in Zimbabwe, they
are attempting to win ground with the
political deception of "Detente." Inside
Zimbabwe, U.S & British imperialist
backed Afrikan
National Council
(ANC) and Soviet Social Imperialist
backed Zimbabwe Afrikan People's
Union (ZAPU) are collaborating with
Ian Smith to talk of peace, while actually attempting to wipe out the armed
forces of Zimbabwe liberation with increased armed suppression. ln the
meantime, President Kenneth Kaunda
used the opportunity of the funeral of
assassinated
Zimbabwe
Afrikan
National Union's chairman Herbert
Chitepo, to arrest 52 political and
military leaders of ZAN U · in a futile
attempt to put out the names of armed
struggle in Zimbabwe. This is Kaunda's
role in the whole smoke screen of
Detente, and reveals the fact of the actual, not theoretical, collaboration
between Neo-Colonialism and the most
extreme enemies of Afrikan Liberation,
the white racist minority regimes of So.
Afrika. What was ALSC's response to
this?
(to be continued next iss11e)

